1...ALCOHOL ARREST       PRESIDENTS DR       040812
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for public intoxication and transported to the county jail.

2...FIRE                      BROOKSIDE RD       040812
Officer reported a fire at the apartment complex across from the Townhouses with SFD en route. Officer assisted notifying residents to evacuate.

3...VEHICLE ACCIDENT        BIANCHI RD       040812
Officer responded to a report of an accident involving a vehicle and a bicyclist. Officer assisted until SPD arrived on scene.

4...THEFT                    MAIN LIBRARY       040812
Officer responded to a report of a stolen backpack containing books and keys. Officer initiated a report.

5...AIDED STOCKTON PD       PACIFIC AVE       040812
Officer assisted SPD as they contacted a possible strong-arm robbery suspect at Pacific and Calaveras.

6...BURGLARY                SCHOOL OF ED       040912
Victim reported her purse and laptop were stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

7...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    PRINCETON AVE       040912
Officer responded to a report of attempted burglary of two vehicles in the 1500 block. Officer contacted the owners who did not want to file a report.

8...POSSESSION ARREST       PRINCETON AVE       040912
While officers were out on the attempted burglary call, a checkout was conducted on two subjects walking by. Officers arrested one subject for possession of burglary tools and a hypodermic syringe.

9...UNIVERSITY RED         SOUTHWEST HALL       040912
Officers responded to a report of a smell of marijuana coming from two rooms. Officers contacted two subjects who admitted smoking off campus. Both subjects referred for judicial review.
10...THEFT       GRACE COVELL       041012
Victim reported parts of her bicycle were stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

11...CASUALTY    CASA WERNER       041012
Stockton Fire reported a male subject bleeding from his leg. Officer and medics responded and subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

12...NARCOTICS ARREST       KENSINGTON WAY       041112
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject on a bicycle. Subject was arrested for possession of a controlled substance.

13...NOISE COMPLAINT CHRISTINA AVE       041112
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officers contacted the residents who were advised.

14...BURGLARY      DAVE BRUBECK       041112
Victim reported her apartment was burglarized. SPD responded for prints and officer initiated a report.

15...NOISE COMPLAINT RIVERWALK APT       041112
Officer responded to a noise complaint on Grange. Officers cleared the party and warned the residents.

16...UNIVERSITY REG JANSSEN-LAGORIO GYM       041212
Officer witnessed two subjects kick and damage two fire signs in the area. Subject was interviewed and information forwarded for judicial review.

17...ATTEMPT AUTO BURGLARY      KENSINGTON WAY       041212
Officer advised of a possible interrupted vehicle burglary. Officers checked the area for the suspect with negative results. Officer initiated a report.

18...VEHICLE ACCIDENT      PACIFIC AVE       041212
Officers responded to a report of a non-injury vehicle accident. SPD responded and reported both parties exchanged information.

19...VANDALISM      MCCAFFREY CENTER       041212
Officers responded to a report of two subjects acting suspicious in the restroom. Officers contacted both subjects who were cited for vandalism.

20...THEFT      JESSIE BALLANTYNE       041212
Officer responded to a report of clothes stolen from a basement dryer. Officer initiated a report.
21...CASUALTY  SOUTHWEST HALL  041212
Officers responded to a report of a male subject with a head injury. Subject was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

22...NOISE COMPLAINT  MENDOCINO AVE  041212
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Residents were contacted and advised of the complaint.

23...GOLF CART ACCIDENT  DE ROSA CENTER  041212
Staff reported a minor golf cart accident. Officer initiated a report of the incident.

24...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  GRACE COVELL  041312
Officer responded to a report of a smell of marijuana. Officer located the smell from a one of the restrooms and was unable to locate the source.

25...CASUALTY  FAYE SPANOS  041312
Stockton Fire reported en route to a report of a nine year old experiencing difficulty breathing. Juvenile was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

26...BURGLARY  TRI DELTA  041412
Victim reported her laptop and purse stolen from her room. Officer responded and initiated a report.

27...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL  BONNIE & FULTON  041412
Officer attempted to conduct a vehicle stop and the driver failed to yield. Officer pursued vehicle but lost sight and ended pursuit.

*The listed burglaries appear to involve the same suspect. A flier was sent out via Media Relations with further information and a picture of a “person of interest” in the cases.